This tutorial will guide you through using a stencil to create a human figure that you can then pose and build up and detail any way you want. Keeping the plastic thin as you fill in the stencil will make it easier to bend the limbs into the position you want. Once you have the pose you want, build up details on top of it to make a statue of whoever you can imagine!
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Step 1
Print out and fill in the stencil.

Step 2
Keep your strokes slow, steady, and even.

Step 3
Keeping your lines consistent not only looks better, but makes a sturdier doodle, too.

Step 4
Keeping your lines as flat as possible will make it easier to pose the figure.

Step 5
When you fill in the whole stencil doodle a line along all the edges to reinforce the figure.

Step 6
When you’re done, peel the figure up from the paper.
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Step 7

Decide what pose you want your figure in and bend the joints accordingly. Doodle them in place.

Step 9

Here is where your imagination comes in! Is it your favorite character from a book? Favorite celebrity? Historical figure? Who will you create?!

Step 8

If pieces break off, just doodle them back on in the position you want.

Step 10

I finished mine by referencing the human muscular system and layering up red plastic like muscle fibers.